FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
TOP TRN TOP <GO> – Transportation News
N RAILF TOP <GO> – Freight Railroads News
N TRK TOP <GO> – Trucking News
N AIF TOP <GO> – Airfreight News
N LOGISTICS TOP <GO> – Logistics News
N SHIP TOP <GO> – Shipping News
N BULK TOP <GO> – Dry Bulk Shipping News
N TNK TOP <GO> – Tanker Shipping News
N TEU TOP <GO> – Containerliner News
FIRS FIRST WORD <GO> – Filter to transportation
NI DOT <GO> – Department of Transportation News
SALT <GO> – Suggest news alert, choose transportation and shipping

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA PGEO <GO> – Segment Revenue Segmentation
EM <GO> – Earnings Trends
EEO <GO> – Current Estimates
EEB <GO> – Consensus Details
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
MA <GO> – Transportation M&A
CAST <GO> – Capital Structure
EVTS <GO> – Events Calendar

COMMODITY TOOLS
CPLY <GO> – Commodity Playbook
CPFC <GO> – Commodity Price Forecasts
NOON <GO> – Noon Seaborne Report
NGAS <GO> – North American Gas Analysis

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence Main Menu
BI SHIP <GO> – Global Marine Shipping
BI XPRS <GO> – Global Express & Courier
BI RAIL <GO> – North American Railroads
BI TRCK <GO> – North American Trucking
BI 6 <GO> – BI Oil, Gas, and Coal Menu
BI 10 <GO> – BI Basic Materials Menu

INDUSTRY RESEARCH
BI SHIP NEWS1 <GO> – Global Marine Shipping
BI XPRS NEWS1 <GO> – Global Express & Courier
BI RAIL NEWS1 <GO> – North American Railroads
BI TRCK NEWS1 <GO> – North American Trucking
Bloomberg Industry Tools/Data
BI RAIL 1072 <GO> – Weekly AAR Railroad Traffic Trends
BI RAIL 1113 <GO> – Monthly Intermodal Trends
BI TRCK 1094 <GO> – Internet Truckstop Weekly Trends
BI TRCK 1114 <GO> – Monthly Truckload ATA Data
BI TRCK 1115 <GO> – Monthly Less Than Truckload ATA Data
BI XPRS 1097 <GO> – Weekly Diesel & Jet Fuel Trends
BI XPRS 1113 <GO> – Monthly Air Cargo Traffic Trends
BI SHIP INDD <GO> – Marine Shipping Industry Data

MARINE SHIPPING TOOLS/DATA
BMAP <GO> – Mapping and Spatial
FLET <GO> – Current and Expected Vessel Capacity
FLEH <GO> – Historical Fleet Data
TREK <GO> – Tanker Voyage Times
FIX <GO> – Chartering and Fixtures
FFA <GO> – Forward Freight Agreements
TNKS <GO> – Spot Tanker Rates
BFX <GO> – Baltic Exchange Indicies
BOIL <GO> – Spot Bunker Fuel Prices
CFVL <GO> – Forward Bunker Fuel Prices
BARG <GO> – US Grain Barge Rates